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Interest in InSAR
• Due to the diverse and numerous applications of 

InSAR being developed, non-SAR experts are 
increasingly wanting to process and analyze 
InSAR data for themselves.

• But the processing of InSAR data remains 
challenging for non-specialists, which is limiting 
its potential for widespread use.



Geocoded SLCs

Proposed by Zheng and Zebker (2017)

1. adopt motion compensation techniques to resample 

SLC images with respect to an ideal reference orbit

2. separate the residual topographic phase 

contributions into parts dependent only on 

individual SLC acquisitions

3. generate topography-compensated images directly 

in latitude–longitude coordinates (or 

easting/northing, …)



InSAR challenges

• Familiarity required with methods of radar 
processing

• With the advent of missions like Sentinel-1 and 
NISAR, the total number of radar 
interferograms that can be generated for 
most locations on earth can easily be in the 
thousands



GSLC Analysis Ready INSAR 
Data

• Simplify generation of interferograms by non-
specialists

• Reduce volume of data that must be 
downloaded
– GSLCs, not all the interferograms

• Get geocoded results
• More efficient  processing as topography 

correction is done at SLC level.



Comparison of processing flow

Zheng and Zebker, 2017

GSLCTraditional



• GSLC Interferograms are still subject to
– Insar phase noise
– Atmospheric noise

– Decorrelation
– Phase unwrapping issues

• But Zheng and Zebker found the RMS 
difference of deformation time series between 
the two workflows to be around 2 mm for both 
an ALOS time series and a COSMO-SkyMed
time series for Kilauea Hawaii.



GSLC ARD issues
• This product will be analysis ready, but cautionary for novice 

users, as users will still need to properly interpret the 
meaning of the phase.

• Could facilitate data fusion by defining a common grid for 
geocoding.

• Target product would incorporate atmospheric models and 
ionospheric corrections.

• The product will be encoded in a way unfamiliar to many 
users (complex numbers) that may be unsupported by a 
users favorite software package.



CARD4L

First draft product specification
• The algorithms must be specified in the metadata
• The amplitude and phase of the radar backscatter is 

stored as a complex number.  Target requirement is that 
the square of the magnitude of each pixel is go.

• Other metadata similar to radar backscatter CARD4L.



General metadata requirements as similar as 
possible to other CARD4L product specs



Per pixel metadata specifies 
many optional parameters to 
improve the usefulness of the 
GSLC data products (but are 
not even target requirements) 



Radiometric corrections to go and so are provided in metadata as threshold 
requirements.

This will allow this product to be used for high resolution backscatter analysis in 
addition or complementing InSAR analysis.



Geometric corrections:

Similar to other CARD4L specs



Procedural example is 
provided (from the 
NISAR algorithm spec).



Sample data set will also be provided

• Three ALOS-2 images over southern California agriculture 
and oil extraction location (Lost Hills, California)
– 20160929
– 20170928
– 20171123

• Howard Zebker processed and provided these products.
• Metadata for the data products are still being incorporated 

into the sample data.



Image 1

This is the GSLC product
It has amplitude and phase values



interferogram



Lost Hills subsidence area
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